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Society news
On January 14 Mr Robert Bauval and Mr Adrian Gilbert gave a fine lecture on "The Orion Mystery", a preview of their TV documentary, and the subject of
their book, which it is hoped, will be reviewed in the next issue. On February 4 Mr Malcolm Kennedy of Glasgow Astronomical Society gave a talk entitled
"Under the Southern Cross", the lore of the constellation among the people of the Southern Hemisphere. On March 4 Mr Storm Dunlop, well-known for his
many books, gave a stimulating lecture on "Novae and Supernovae". The quiz, ASE versus ROE, is now established as an annual event: Jamie Shepherd, quiz-
master, presided over yet another defeat by our team (Gerry Taylor, Russell Eberst and Dave Gavine) of the Royal Observatory (Duncan Waldron, Mark Casali
and Mark McAuley) on April 15. The coveted trophy, the "Auchtermuchty Meteorite", as Jamie calls it, therefore stays at Calton Hill for another year. Actually,
it looks suspiciously like a lump of the weathered basalt of Calton Hill, and was best described by our Editor, with his usual eloquence, as 'a bittie stane stuck
tae a bittie wid'. The cheese-and-wine afterwards was much appreciated - thanks to all the helpers and contributors. The Summer Syllabus has since continued
with Gerry Taylor on "The Circumpolar Stars" on May 6 and Dave Gavine on "Observing Variable Stars" on June 3.

At the AGM in March the following Office-bearers were elected: 
President - Mr Graham Rule; Vice-Presidents - Mr Alan Pickup and Mr Gerry Taylor; Secretary - Mr Peter Macdonald; Treasurer - Mr Jim Nisbet; Councillors -
Mr Alan Ellis, Mr Ray Fenoulhet, Mrs May Fenoulhet, Mr Bob Marks, Ms Carol Rankine and Dr John Rostron. Mr Jamie Shepherd continues as Director of the
Observatory and Librarian. Council meetings are now held monthly and the Minutes are available for consultation in the Library.

This year's Edinburgh Science Festival provided a lot of astronomical and space themes, besides, of course, much else of interest in many fields of science. It
was the biggest and best Festival yet, attracting such well-known names as Professors Malcolm Longair, Owen Gingerich, Jocelyn Bell Burnell, Stephen
Hawking, Dr Allan Chapman, Heather Couper and Nigel Henbest. Our own members Russell Eberst and Dave Gavine also gave lectures. Many ASE members
enjoyed the Festival, especially the Astronomy Workshop and the Star Party at ROE. The new Centenary Exhibition there was opened by Dr Patrick Moore on
April 4 (in a blizzard!), and it is well worth a visit.

The Scottish Astronomy Weekend, September 16-18, will be a joint venture this year, organised both as a BAA Out-of-London Meeting and as the centenary of
the Glasgow Astronomical Society. Details will be available in our Library, but booking forms may be obtained from the Assistant Secretary, British
Astronomical Association, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London W1V 9AG, for those desiring accommodation, meals, etc. at the University of Strathclyde.
Speakers are likely to include Professors Arnold Wolfendale and Alex Boksenberg, and Dr David Malin.

A meeting of the Scottish Astronomers' Group (SAG) took place at Calton Hill on May 14. John Reid could not attend so Pete Macdonald showed a selection of
John's remarkable slides. Duncan Waldron spoke on the work of the photolabs at ROE, and Brian Kelly spoke on the forthcoming meteors.

Jamie Shepherd is once again showing his 3-D presentation "Stereodome". John Reid has been in Portugal again, at the Astronomy Centre in the Algarve,
pursuing deep-sky objects and comets. Dave Gavine gave a lecture to the Astronomical Society of Ayrshire.
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Observing and photographing comets
by John Reid

Comets are arguably the most beautiful and also the most frustrating of all celestial objects for the amateur observer. First of all, apart from the few usually faint
periodic comets which appear each year, there is no way of predicting when a bright comet (I reserve this term for anything of mag. 6.0 or brighter) will appear.
It has been my experience over the last ten years of observing comets that on average a reasonably bright comet appears every eighteen months to two years.
From the latitude of Edinburgh only one of these has ever reached naked eye visibility, weather permitting.

With a few exceptions the "best" comets are long-period ones. How are new comets discovered? With great effort and perseverance by a small band of dedicated
amateurs (they must all be insomniacs) scattered across the globe who collectively spend thousands of hours each month scanning the sky. They are searching
for the first glimpse of a "fuzzy star" that may go on to be a great comet ultimately to bear their name. So what can we poor mortals do who have neither the
observing conditions nor the energy to make the initial discovery? Well, we can make our own observations and report such things as changes in position, tail
morphology and brightness to the BAA Comet Section. Alternatively we can simply enjoy the spectacle much in the same way a birdwatcher can spend the day
looking at a rare bird.

Where can you find out about recent discoveries? Most amateur astronomy magazines such as Astronomy Now and Sky and Telescope will publish finder charts
for the brighter short-period comets. However, because of the fickleness of bright comets and the lag-time of magazines (up to two months!) it is best to
subscribe to an observing Journal such as The Astronomer or take the BAA early warning circulars. These circulars are posted out regularly, contain very useful
finder charts and magnitude estimates and are well worth the extra couple of quid.

Now you've chosen your comet, what's the best way to observe it? First of all look at the ephemeris (the chart of predicted positions and magnitudes) and see
when the comet is going to be at its greatest altitude in a dark sky. It is common for bright comets to be at their best when close to the sun, so just before dawn
or at the end of evening twilight will probably be the optimum time. A practical point: comets best seen before dawn mean you have to rise well in advance.
With the unpredictable nature of Scottish weather this can result in several early rises only to be greeted with clouds and drizzle - very bad for morale. It helps if
you have a friend on night shift who can give you a call if the weather is clear. Try to schedule your observing around New Moon - comets are even more likely
to be washed-out than meteors. It goes without saying that a really dark site is advantageous.

What about equipment? If a comet is brighter than about mag. 4.0 the naked eye will pick it up. However, the best visual observing is done with either a low-
power "rich-field" telescope or even better, a good pair of binoculars: 10 x 50s will give good images of comets down to about mag. 7.0. Try to obtain a tripod
clamp for the binocs - it helps enormously. For fainter comets (which usually don't exhibit much of a tail) a telescope will be required. A fairly "fast" Newtonian
is probably best. When it comes to photography, if you have a bright comet, e.g. mag. 3.0, some of the most pleasing photos are obtained using simple gear. An
old fashioned mechanical shutter camera with a "B" setting and a cable release is best. If the comet is particularly bright, then static tripod photos with some
interesting foreground will produce very attractive results (a 50 mm lens is fine for mags. brighter than 2.0, particularly if a long tail is present). For comets that
are slightly fainter, say mag. 3.0 - 5.0, a fast telephoto lens will suffice but it will need to be piggy-backed on a driven guide telescope (if you don't have a drive
arrange to "hitch a ride" on a friend's telescope). Once your quarry is fainter than 5.0 prime-focus photography with a "fast" Newtonian telescope is necessary.

Since comets move slowly with respect to the background stars most people advocate guiding on the comet itself. However, I find that so long as the
magnification is not too great, a bright nearby guide star is easier to cope with, and doesn't give irritating star trails.
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Finally, what about film? I think that the best film available for the person who likes short guiding times (10 minutes or less) is Kodak T-Max 3200. This is a
relatively fine-grain B&W film which is sensitive to the spectra of most comets. B&W gives you the flexibility of printing to your own requirements. The best
colour print film is Konica 3200, which is more red-sensitive than T-Max.

The last really bright comet was Comet West in 1976 so we are probably due another one in the next few years. Happy hunting!

Some comet "lore"
Dave Gavine

1066 "At that time, throughout all England, a portent such as men had never seen before was seen in the heavens. Some declared that the star was a comet,
which some call 'the long-haired star': it first appeared on the eve of the festival of Letania maior, that is on 24 April, and shone every night for a week. Soon
thereafter came Earl Tostig to this country from across the sea ..." [Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, trans. G. N. Garmonsway].

King Harold sits uneasily on his throne while his people gaze in awe at Halley's Comet. The Saxons regarded it as an omen of bad fortune, faced as they were
by invasion from the north and from Normandy. The comet's last sighting was in June (perihelion passage near the end of March), but not until October did its
"portents" come to pass - the death of Harold at Hastings and William on the throne. [Bayeux Tapestry].

"In the Winter that the said Johne [Knox] abaid in Scotland [1555-56], appearit a Comeit, the Cours quhairof wes frome the Southe and South-west, to the
Northe and Northeist. It was sein in the Monethes of November, December, and Januare; It was callit, The Fyrey Bussome. Sone efter died Christierne King of
Denmark; and Warre rays betwix Scotland and Ingland." [John Knox, Historie of the Reformatioun]

http://www.astronomyedinburgh.org/members/journals/31/fig02f.jpg
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This was, in fact, the comet of 1558, and Christian III of Denmark and Norway died in 1559. It was not uncommon for commentators to "bend" time in order to
get portents to match up with events. Comets were often seen as harbingers of the deaths of the famous: Nero, Julius Caesar. Astrologers were surprised when
one did not conveniently appear at the demise of Charlemagne. James II of Scotland was killed by the bursting of a cannon at the siege of Berwick, and -

"It is said that thair was maney marvellis about that time quhilk prognosticat the kingis deid. The night befoir his deceis thair appeirit ane cleir comitt even as it
war ane taikin of the immatour and haistie deid of sa greit ane prince." [Robert Lindesay of Pitscottie, The Historie and Croniclis of Scotland, Scottish Text
Society 1899]

Halley's Cornet (again) appeared in 1456 as the Turks were threatening to overrun Europe. Astrologers saw it as a bringer of "grievous pestilence, dearth or
sorne great calamity", Pope Callixtus may have ordered prayers of deliverance from the Devil, the Turk and the Comet, but the notion that he excommunicated
the comet seems to have been put about much later. After the Turks were defeated the Christians declared that the comet had been on their side!

The baleful effects of comets were easily transferred from fact to legend, as in the story of the enigmatic Arthur. Aurelius the leader is dead, poisoned by the
traitor Appas. A comet appears:

"Als he was ded, þen ros a sterne 
Þat many a man biheld ful ßerne, 
'Comete' ys cald in astronomye, 
Kynges deþ wil hit signefye ..."

From it goes a beam, like a dragon, with brands out of its mouth, stretching over France to Italy, and to Ireland, dividing into seven branches. Men wonder what
it means. Uther Pendragon is ill at ease, he consults Merlin, who sighs, turns pale, and says that Aurelius is dead but it's no good mourning - get out and attack
the enemy. Uther will win and be crowned. The first "brand" is his future son, Arthur, the second his daughter who will marry the king of Scots and have seven
sons, all to be kings. [Robert Manning of Brunne, Ye Story of England (1338), London 1887, 2 vols]

Ambroise Paré, a 16th century collector of bizarre information, saw a comet in 1528: "It appeared to be of excessive length, and was of the colour of blood. At
the summit of it was seen the figure of a bent arm, holding in its hand a great sword, as if about to strike. At the end of the point there were three stars. On both
sides of the rays of the comet were seen a great number of axes, knives, blood-coloured swords, among which were a great number of hideous human faces,
with beards and bristling hair."

The word dis-aster is Greek, meaning "Evil Star". Accordingly, a 17th century astrologer "classified" comets: Dart-like - poor crops, deaths of kings and nobles;
Red - famine, rising prices & wars; Rod-like - drought and scarcity; Hairy-tailed - death of kings, revolution; Great-tailed - death of nobles, wars. Thus the
comet of 1664 was blamed for the war with the Dutch, of 1665 ("pale and deathly") for the Plague of London, and the one of 1666 ("red and fiery") for the
Great Fire of London.

Portents were seen during the Civil War. This one [the "comet" is unknown] is my favourite: a moralizing Roundhead pamphlet, dated 1642:

"A Blazing Starre seen in the west at Totneis, wherein is manifested how Ralph Ashley, a deboysed [expelled] Cavalier, attempted to ravish a young virgin, also
how at that instant a fearfull Comet appeared, likewise how he, persisting in his damnable attempt, was struck down by a flaming sword so that he died."
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So, be warned. And remember to repent and be contrite before "Halley's Comet" hits Jupiter in July!

Astronomy and the Great Pyramid
Steuart Campbell

The talk to the Society on 14 January 1994 by Robert Bauval and Adrian Gilbert about the Pyramids prompted me to unearth an article I wrote (but had not got
published) some years ago.

In the New Scientist for 17 January 1985, astronomer Dick Walker claimed that the Egyptians knew little about astronomy and they did not align the passageway
in the Great Pyramid (of Khufu) with the pole star. He calculated that the passageway, which descends at 26.523° to the horizontal, did not point to the celestial
pole. Instead he suggested that the passageway was angled so as to make it easy to slide stones down it.

It was John Herschel who claimed that the passage pointed to the pole star (then α Draconis, Thueas or Thuban), but it must be obvious that the altitude of the
pole star at any time must be equal to the latitude of the observer. Since the Great Pyramid lies at almost 30° north, the passageway could never have pointed to
the pole star.

Walker's mistake was to believe that the pyramid builders aimed the Descending Corridor at the pole star. Dr I. E. S. Edwards notes that it is the northern
'ventilation shaft' from the King's Chamber which points to the celestial pole. However, since this rose at 31°, it was still a whole degree off the celestial pole,
although in 2568 BC (an arbitrary date) Thuban was at 31° at its highest. Strangely, the southern 'ventilation shaft' is angled at 45°. Edwards suggests that this
has something to do with the three stars of Orion's Belt (δ, ε & ζ) which once every twenty-four hours ..... passed at culmination over the shaft'. 'Ventilation
shafts' were started (but see below) from the lower Queen's Chamber, but they rise at 37.46° (north) and 38.46° (south), the latter near to the culmination altitude
of Sirius in 2568 BC. 'Ventilation shafts' were begun in the pyramid of Khafra, but (according to Edwards) were soon abandoned partly owing to technical
difficulties and partly because 'the entrance corridor fulfilled the purpose of the northern shaft'. This corridor descends at an angle of 25.92°!

Despite Edwards' assurance that Orion and Sirius occupied almost as important positions in the king's plans for his after-life as the circumpolar (sic) stars, one
can remain sceptical. There seems to be no association between the Great Pyramid and Sirius (an incomplete shaft is hardly an association). The fact that the
Access Corridor in Khafra's pyramid does not point to the pole star throws doubt on the claim that it fulfilled the purpose of the northern 'ventilation shaft'.

The fact that the two 'ventilation shafts' in the Great Pyramid rise to almost the same level on the surface of the structure suggests that the difference between
their angles is simply the result of reaching this level from a chamber which is not centred in the Pyramid. The two shafts started from the Queen's Chamber
would also have reached the same level, although a lower one than the King's Chamber shafts (see accompanying diagram). Alternatively, the chambers may
have been located so that they intercepted two shafts descending from the same level on opposite faces of the Pyramid. This raises the question of why the shafts
should reach the open at the same level from each chamber. I can suggest no reason, except convenience of construction.

We now know that the southern shaft from the Queen's Chamber (of Khufu) was not only started, but leads upwards for a considerable distance until it stops at
what looks like a door. Of course, if the shaft is not open, it cannot have been for ventilation. One may ask to what object the northern shaft from the Queen's
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Chamber pointed, and why, if celestial pointing was important, the shafts in Khafra's Pyramid were abandoned. Certainly, as Bauval pointed out, the
construction of such sloping shafts is very difficult.

If, as I have suggested, the Pyramids were not tombs for kings but tombs for gods, then the shafts can have been intended for access for the spirit of the god,
communicating between his abode in the sky and his tomb on earth. The chambers in Khufu's Pyramid were not then for the king and his queen. The unfinished
nature of the Queen's Chamber suggests that it was intended to be the only chamber and that it was abandoned when it was decided to build the chamber higher
up. This would explain why the shafts to the Queen's Chamber are blocked; the god had no need of access to that chamber.

Discussion of the angled faces of the pyramids and the angles of the various passages and shafts usually overlooks the fact that the ancient Egyptians (and
probably other ancient peoples) did not measure vertical angles in degrees as we do (even though it was the ancient Babylonians who first divided the circle into
360°). Inclination was contrived to give a horizontal displacement measured in palms, half-palms or quarter-palms for a drop of one royal cubit of seven palms
[2]. The metrical unit of inclination was the seked, which indicated the degree of flatness of the incline, depending on the cotangent rather than the tangent of
the angle made by the plane surface with the horizontal. The steeper the incline, the smaller the seked value. The following table shows the relationship between
some angles in the Great Pyramid and the seked from which they must be derived, from the equation:

θ = arctan (7/seked)

 θ (degrees)  seked   structure 
-------------------------------------------------- 
 26.56        14      entrance corridor 
 30.78        11¾     N shaft from King's Chamber 
 45            7      S shaft from King's Chamber 
 51.84         5½     face of pyramid 
 26.26*       14¼     ascending corridor 
-------------------------------------------------- 
  * Edwards gives 26.04 

It can be seen that no seked can give a 30° angle (either 29.75° or 30.26°) to point to the celestial pole. It is still a mystery why a seked of 12 (30.26°) was not
chosen so as to get as close to the pole as possible.

1. Campbell, S. (1990) "The origin and purpose of the Pyramids". New Humanist 106 (4) 3-4.
2. Robins, G., & Shute, C. D. C. (1985) "Mathematical Bases of Ancient Egyptian Architecture and Graphic Art" Historia Mathematica 12, 107-122.
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Minor planets galore!
Graham Young (Dundee A. S.)

When Uranus was discovered in 1781 it fitted a mathematical "progression" to which approximated all the ancient planets' distances from the sun. There was,
however, a vacant space between Mars and Jupiter, so the "celestial police" set themselves up to hunt for a missing planet in the gap. Sure enough, it was
discovered on January 1 1801 (by Piazzi, who was not, however, a member of the said "police") and given the name Ceres. Within just four years three more
were discovered. Ceres, Pallas, Juno and Vesta became known as "minor planets" because it turned out that they were much smaller and fainter than the major
planets. We had to wait several decades before a fifth and more turned up, as telescopes got bigger and photography was introduced. At first they all tended to
"behave" with orbits mainly between Jupiter and Mars, and because of the growing number of these star-like objects, they were known as "Asteroids" and
sometimes referred to as "vermin of the sky" because of their intrusions onto star-field photographs.

It was just a matter of time before asteroids were discovered to orbit outside the main belt. The "Trojans" share Jupiter's orbit, then there were the Amor, Apollo
and Adonis families which came inside the orbit of Mars, or crossed the Earth's orbit, or approached the sun as closely as Mercury. Eventually some were
discovered with orbits smaller than that of the Earth. Hidalgo was the first to be seen venturing well beyond Jupiter. In 1977 the first truly outer minor planet,
Chiron, was discovered to orbit mainly between Saturn and Uranus. After the discovery of Neptune in 1846 the mathematical "progression" was seen to have
broken down held no more significance, comets seemed to be scattered all over the Solar System, and now asteroids were encountered well beyond the main
belt. When Pluto was discovered in 1930 its orbit was found to be very inclined and eccentric, like that of an asteroid on a larger scale, but its size and the fact
that it had its own relatively big moon still maintained its status as the ninth "major" planet.

With newer techniques the number of registered minor planets has shot up in the last decade, to well over 5000 now and estimated to reach 10,000 by the end of
the century, and most still lie in the main belt, although there has been a growing number of objects discovered completely within the inner Solar System, some

http://www.astronomyedinburgh.org/members/journals/31/fig03f.jpg
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of which can pass very close to the Earth, like Eros. However, in the last two years two totally different "families" have been recognised to add to the list. While
most minor planets range in size from a few km, to a few hundred km, really tiny objects, of the order of only a few metres across, have been seen whizzing past
the Earth-Moon at high speed. Normally these could be regarded as giant meteoroids, but because observations were made of these star-like moving objects they
were regarded as "asteroids" and have had their orbits computed. Just recently 1993 KA2 passed us at only half the distance of the Moon. The U.S. Defense
have released classified information of observations made by their satellites designed to monitor the heat trails from missile launches and revealed many impacts
of such tiny asteroids upon our atmosphere, about 10 to 30 per year, destroyed in air-bursts in the upper atmosphere but unnoticed by civilian observers.
(Perhaps this could explain some UFO sightings). It seems that objects about 5 to 10 metres in diameter hit the Earth a lot more often than had been observed
before and are very numerous, perhaps there are many thousands of them in the region of the Earth's orbit, and more scattered throughout the Solar System.

Meanwhile, at the far edge of the Solar System, a new belt of minor planets of a different nature has been discovered. These are objects like Chiron, about
200 km in diameter and icy. Until the beginning of 1992 only Hidalgo and Chiron were known to exist out there, plus numerous comets, Pluto with Charon as
well as the outer giant planets with their extensive satellite systems. Then a new object, similar to Chiron, was discovered beyond Saturn. Later in 1992 another
object was discovered, orbiting completely beyond Pluto, although too small to be classed as the "tenth major planet". Another trans-Pluto planetesimal/minor
planet was discovered early in 1993, and another trans-Saturnian of the Chiron family in mid-93. And it continued to grow - with the discovery of more around
the distance of Neptune. We may actually be seeing the Kuiper Belt of icy objects, building-blocks of the outer planets and the inner realm of the predicted Oort
Cloud of comets believed to surround the Solar System.

So now we have three families. The main belt which is located inside or on Jupiter's orbit, consisting of rock or iron, the debris left over from the formation of
the inner Solar System; the new outer icy belt perhaps fed from the Oort Cloud and possibly the origin of the satellites of the outer planets and even of the
planets themselves; and thirdly the smaller debris continually puncturing our atmosphere, and which could in fact be the cause of major impacts of the past,
including the Tunguska event in 1908.

It is looking at these which makes drawing the line between meteoroid and asteroid difficult, and this new outer belt's objects, such as Chiron, show gas
emissions, making the differentiation between comet and asteroid difficult. I suggested a few years ago that all objects - whether comet, asteroid or meteoroid,
should be officially termed "minor planet", that these are "comets" if they show an emission or tail, "asteroid" if not, (i.e. star-like in appearance), and I suppose
"meteoroid" if they fall to Earth and survive as a "meteorite". Perhaps also the definition between major and minor planet should be drawn between Pluto and
Ceres - Pluto the smallest major, Ceres the largest minor, but I dare say now that as more and more discoveries are made, our definitions of all these objects that
we use today will be challenged.

Observations
John Reid, observing from Ballencreiff and from the Centre for Observational Astronomy, Algarve, Portugal: photographed Comet McNaught-Russell 1993V at
mag 7.9; Comet Takamizawa-Levy 1994F at 8.5, and the recovery of Tempel I 1993C, brighter than expected, at mag 9. John also observed Pluto and took CCD
images of the supernovae in Ophiuchus and in M51, and the other planets. He was one of the few to get reasonable conditions for the partial solar eclipse on
May 10.
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Aurorae were observed by John Reid, Dave Gavine and Jamie Shepherd: 
Feb 5/6 - active and very bright rayed bands with red and green rays, very bright patches of light moving E & W along the arcs. 
Feb 6/7 - rayed bands with bright moving patches, long rays, slow pulsations. 
Feb 7/8 - auroral light in cloud. 
Mar 9/10 - faint homogeneous arc, a burst of diffuse rays. 
Apr 2/3 - bright arc with moving folds on lower border, occasional diffuse rays & slow pulsations. John saw it from Wick, as a very extensive display. 
Apr 3/4 - brilliant and very active aurora, long red rays, strong flaming. 
These were unusually bright and active aurorae for this period of approach to solar minimum.

Noctilucent Cloud - A very big display was seen in the south of England on June 2/3 but Scotland was clouded out. Small and rather faint NLC was seen from
Edinburgh by Dave Gavine on June 7/8, 13/14, 21/22 and 22/23. The one on 21/22 (alerted by Ron Livesey) got off to a promising start with strong billows W-
NW at 2310 but it quickly clouded over. However, the "season" will go on until about the first week of August, so keep looking.

Meteor update
by Brian Kelly

The December Geminids are one of the year's most reliable and spectacular showers, with activity from the 7th to the 16th. However, they tend to be inflicted
with the typical winter problems of cloud and cold, and 1993 was no exception. Many of the nights away from maximum were either totally overcast or suffered
from haze and thin cloud that prevented useful watches being made. Maximum night, December 13/14, on the other hand, began well and got even better -
though at the cost of sub-zero temperatures.

Seven observers contributed Geminid results to the BAA Meteor Section's Northern Network, logging a total of almost 27 hours' observing and recording
835 meteors. Most watches were carried out on maximum night, accounting for 17 hours observing time and 690 meteors - 582 of which were Geminids, the
remaining 108 being sporadics.

Alastair McBeath of Morpeth was able to observe on two nights before maximum. On December 7/8 a three-hour watch showed that activity was still low, with
a Zenithal Hourly Rate (ZHR) of about 3. A five-hour watch on December 11/12 revealed higher rates with a ZHR of 15.

The maximum of the Geminids was predicted for 2200 UT on December 13th but the highest observed rates were actually recorded later than this, as the radiant
climbed higher in the sky and the weather conditions improved. Around midnight the ZHR exceeded 100 and remained high - 70-80 - during the early hours of
the 14th.

Activity fell off rapidly on the evenings after maximum. Tom McEwan's results for December 15/16 and Alastair McBeath's for the 16/17 both give single-
figure ZHRs.

The magnitude distribution of the 582 Geminids recorded on December 13/14 gives a mean magnitude of 1.6, with 16 of these (3 %) of magnitude -3 or
brighter. The brightest events of the night were observed by Alastair McBeath - a -5 fireball at 0206 UT, one of magnitude -6 at 0222 UT and a brilliant -7
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meteor at 0331 UT which flared six or seven times during its passage and left a five second train.

Only a very small percentage of Geminids leave a persistent train, a fact noted by all observers. This is believed to reflect the composition of the meteoroids
which give rise to the Geminids - Unlike other major meteor showers, the Geminids' parent body is not a comet but an asteroid, 3200 Phaethon. The meteoroids
are therefore more dense and 'rocky' than the friable dust particles which produce the meteors of other showers.

My thanks to all who sent in reports of Geminid watches: Paul and Cathy Jenkins in Dundee, Bill Pullar in Glenrothes, Dave Gavine in Edinburgh, Tom
McEwan in Glengarnock and Alastair McBeath in Morpeth.

After the success of the Geminids, things took a turn for the worse at the start of 1994, when the sharp maximum of the Quadrantid shower on January 3rd/4th
was clouded out. A short watch under unfavourable conditions was made on January 2/3 by Dave Gavine and Colin Steele at Joppa; this produced two
sporadics, which were the only meteors reported to the Northern Network during the Quadrantid activity period.

Cloud - and moonlight - got in the way of the Lyrids (April 19-25), though Tom McEwan managed a watch which netted only sporadics.

Forthcoming events

The next big event of the year will of course be this Autumn's Perseids. Interest in this shower is currently running high following the recent return of its parent
comet, Swift-Tuttle. Although the much-hyped meteor 'storm' predicted for 1993 failed to materialise, last year's activity was still high. There is considerable
speculation about enhanced rates in 1994 too - so observations this year are equally important.

Perseid activity begins about July 25 and lasts through until about August 20, with maximum on August 12/13; there is therefore a gradual build-up to
maximum followed by a fairly rapid decline afterwards. Watches should be made throughout the activity period and not confined just to the nights around
maximum - in this way, a more accurate profile of the meteor stream can be put together. In the past few years there has been some evidence of a new peak
occurring some hours before the 'normal' one, and in general the structure of the Perseid stream is proving more complicated than most observers had perhaps
realised.

Conditions are highly favourable for 1994 - New Moon is on August 7th, so useful watches can be made on any night during the first half of the month.
'Traditional' maximum is expected at 2100 UT (10 pm BST) on August 12th; this is ideal timing, especially as it's a Friday evening! From central Scotland, the
sky will be dark enough for observations to be made between about 2130 UT and 0240 UT.

Please remember that for your observations to be of most use, they should be reported to the British Astronomical Association's Meteor Section. Observers in
Scotland and the north of England can do this via myself, as Coordinator of the Northern Network. My address is:

Mills Observatory, 
Balgay Park, 
Dundee 
DD2 2UB.
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I will also be happy to provide prospective observers with the Meteor Section's guidelines on observing, further details of this year's Perseid project, and copious
amounts of report forms!

Index to Journals 21 - 30
A continuation of the Index to nos. 1 - 20 published in Journal 21:

No. 21, May 1989 - 
 
Obituaries: J. Gibson Kerr, 
  Kenneth Hyslop, Tom Flood. 
Reminiscences of a Veteran ASE Member.         Eric Crisp. 
Why was Sirius Red?                            Steuart Campbell. 
An Observer's Log.                             Alastair McBeath. 
Meteors - Winter 1988.                         Colin Steele. 
Walter Biggar Blaikie.                         Dave Gavine. 
A Sky Miscellany.                              Iain Neil. 
Contents of the first twenty Journals. 
 
No. 22, Sept 1989 - 
 
Obituary: Iain Neil. 
The Royal Observatory, Edinburgh 
  - Early Days at Blackford Hill.              Duncan Waldron. 
The Trifontial Scientific Society of Leith.    Dave Gavine 
An Observer's Log.                             Alastair McBeath. 
The Fourth Scottish Astronomy Weekend. 
Meteor Update.                                 Colin Steele. 
CH Cygni Revisited.                            Gavin Ramsay. 
 
No. 23, Feb 1990 - 
 
Asteroids.                                     Neil Bone. 
Astronomy and the Great Pyramid.               Steuart Campbell. 
The Planetarium of Eise Eisinga.               Jack Heeley. 
Meteor Update - Jan 1990.                      Colin Steele. 
 
No. 24, Oct 1990 - 
 
The Dundee Weekend. 
Some Highlights in Scottish Amateur 
  Astronomy In the 1970s & 80s.                Neil Bone. 
Meteor Update.                                 Colin Steele. 
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No. 25, March 1991 - 
 
An Observing Trip to South Africa.             Gavin Ramsay. 
Meteor Update.                                 Colin Steele. 
A Total Solar Eclipse in Scotland.             Dave Gavine. 
The Calendar (part 1).                         Graham Young. 
Magnetometry.                                  Ron Livesey. 
 
No. 26, Sept 1991 - 
 
Total Solar Eclipse, Hawaii 1991.              Gerry Taylor & Sarah Watters 
Total Solar Eclipses in Scotland, continued.   Dave Gavine. 
Photography of the Aurora.                     Duncan Waldron. 
The Calendar (part 2).                         Graham Young. 
The Perseid Shower 1991.                       Colin Steele. 
 
No. 27, April 1992 - 
 
Review: The Aurora - Sun-Earth 
  Interactions by Neil Bone.                   Ron Livesey. 
Observing Group.                               John Reid. 
Some Recent - and Not-so-Recent - Aurorae.     Neil Bone. 
Meteor Update, Winter 1991/92.                 Colin Steele. 
 
No. 28, Sept 1992 - 
 
Some Astronomical Snippets from the old 
  Burgh Records of Edinburgh, 1655 to 1701.    Dave Gavine. 
A New View of the Solar System.                Graham Young. 
Thomas Dick (1774-1857) and the 
  Plurality of Worlds.                         Dave Gavine. 
Should Astronomy carry a Government 
  Health Warning?                              Ron Livesey. 
Meteor Update, Summer 1992.                    Colin Steele. 
 
No. 29, May 1993 - 
 
Lorimer Medallist 1993: Nora Jenkinson. 
The Scottish Meteorites.                       Harry Ford & Dave Gavine. 
A FLAIR for multi-object Spectroscopy.         Fred Watson & Quentin Parker. 
Meteor Showers in 1993.                        Colin Steele. 
 
No. 30, Dec 1993 - 
 
Review: Meteors, Observer's Handbook, 
  by Neil Bone.                                Jamie Shepherd. 
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Deep Sky from Darkest Wales.                   George Grant. 
Aurorae and the Sunspot Cycle.                 Neil Bone. 
1993 Perseid: Shower or Drizzle?               John Reid. 
"Did They or Didn't They?" Perseids in 1993.   Colin Steele. 

70th anniversary of the Astronomical Society of Edinburgh
Update List of the Presidents 1924-1985 published in Journal no. 10 -

1985-87  Ronald Veitch, F.R.A.S. 
1987-89  James Shepherd, B.Sc. 
1989     Jack Heeley, B.Sc.  * 
1989-91  Gerry Taylor, B.Sc. 
1991-92  David Gavine, M.A. B.Sc. Ph.D. F.R.A.S. 
1992-94  John H. Reid, M.B. Ch.B. F.R.C.R. 
1994-    Graham Rule, B.A. F.R.A.S. 

(Mr Heeley left Scotland to take a professional post in Amsterdam after only a few months as President.)

About the ASE Journal
Editor: Dr D. Gavine, 29 Coillesdene Crescent, Edinburgh EH15 2JJ. 031 657 2338.

The Editor would like to thank once again the Director of the Royal Observatory for generous use of the facilities at Blackford Hill, and Duncan Waldron and
Jim Nisbet for help with the production of the Journal.


